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Summary 

The 39th annual JP Morgan Healthcare Conference (JPM) is being held virtually from January 10-14, 

2021. Before the meeting kicks off, we have chosen a few companies to watch throughout the week to 

prime you for the jam-packed meeting. Here we summarize the current affairs surrounding these 

companies and potential discussion points to be presented. Further below, we have also included a 

graph of drug companies presenting at JPM with the at least 20 impact catalysts expected in 2021. 

 

Stay tuned for Biomedtracker and Meddevicetracker’s full real-time coverage of the 2021 JP Morgan 

Healthcare Conference. Our daily reports published each evening will bring you the important pipeline 

updates and key takeaways from the entire day’s presentations. With our platforms helping you 

navigate along the way, you’ll stay informed on the latest updates in drug development and not miss a 

beat from the biggest investor healthcare conference of the year.  

 

 

About the Author 
Biomedtracker is an independent research service that offers proprietary clinical assessments and 

patient-based revenue forecasts of developmental drugs within a comprehensive and intuitive drug 

information database. Clients from the pharmaceutical, biotech, and investment industries rely on 

Biomedtracker for its insight on the likelihood of approval, commercial potential, and future data and 

regulatory catalysts for drugs within the competitive landscape of every important disease and 

indication. Over the last several years, Biomedtracker has become the leader in providing objective 

information alongside evidence based clinical assessments and investment research on pipeline drugs 

worldwide. For more information on getting direct access to Biomedtracker, please email 

BiomedSupport@sagientresearch.com. 

 

Meddevicetracker is an all new medtech intelligence platform that provides clients with real-time data 

and analysis on medical devices and diagnostics. From the people behind Biomedtracker, comes an 

event-driven research service for the medical device and diagnostic marketplace. For access to 

Meddevicetracker please contact your sales representative or email 

MDTSupport@sagientresearch.com. 
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Disclaimer 
Copyright © 2020 Sagient Research 

 

This report is published by Sagient Research (the Publisher). This report contains information from 

reputable sources and although reasonable efforts have been made to publish accurate information, 

you assume sole responsibility for the selection, suitability and use of this report and acknowledge that 

the Publisher makes no warranties (either express or implied) as to, nor accepts liability for, the 

accuracy or fitness for a particular purpose of the information or advice contained herein. The Publisher 

wishes to make it clear that any views or opinions expressed in this report by individual authors or 

contributors are their personal views and opinions and do not necessarily reflect the views/opinions of 

the Publisher. 
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Companies to Watch (alphabetical order) 
AbbVie Inc. (ABBV) 
With the Allergan deal closing earlier this year in May and Humira’s US loss of exclusivity looming on the 

horizon, AbbVie is likely to cover the continuing impact of adalimumab biosimilars in the EU as well as 

upcoming 2021 regulatory decisions and trial readouts for large-growth assets which are expected to 

offset Humira’s patent cliff in the US. These include Rinvoq, Skyrizi, Imbruvica, Venclexta, and perhaps 

Orilissa.  

 

Within oncology, the company may provide updates on the supplemental New Drug Application (sNDA) 

for Imbruvica in combination with rituximab for the treatment of Waldenström's macroglobulinemia. In 

addition, we can expect updates on the approvals of Venclexta in acute myelogenous leukemia in 

Europe and Japan in 2021. Anticipated 2021 filings for Venclexta in relapsed-refractory follicular 

lymphoma in combination with Rituxan, and in mantle cell lymphoma may also be discussed.  

It is also a possibility that AbbVie could give a brief update on the Phase III development of Imbruvica for 

graft versus host disease and when we will be expecting top-line results from the iNTEGRATE trial during 

the first half of 2021.  

 

In the immunology space, updates at JPM will likely revolve heavily around Rinvoq and Skyrizi given their 

goal of commercializing these two drugs across all Humira’s major indications by 2022. Specific updates 

will be around 2021 plans and timeline adjustments for regulatory filings or approvals in several diseases 

such as axial sponyloarthritis, psoriatic arthritis, atopic dermatitis, and ulcerative colitis. The company 

will also likely give an update regarding Phase III top-line results for Skyrizi in Crohn’s disease. 

 

Alexion Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (ALXN) 
On December 12, 2020, AstraZeneca and Alexion announced they have entered into a definitive 

agreement for AstraZeneca to acquire Alexion for $175 a share (34% cash / 66% stock). Alexion will look 

to benefit from the agreement by gaining diversification to its anti-C5 franchise, and cost-saving 

synergies in SG&A and R&D. AstraZeneca highlighted the opportunity for Alexion to benefit outside the 

U.S. from the global presence of AstraZeneca, specifically in China. However, this benefit looks to be less 

significant as Alexion is already reaching many OUS markets with OUS revenue being a significant 

portion of total revenue at 41% in the third quarter of 2020, paired with OUS regions being more price-

sensitive and opting for biosimilars when released. We expect Alexion to provide further details on the 

transaction process and strategy moving forward in their JPM presentation. 

 

Alexion has benefited from its focus on rare diseases, which has allowed them to have little or even zero 

competing products in indications, allowing the company to charge higher prices. However, with a Soliris 

biosimilar and competing pipeline products on the horizon, being able to hold market share in these 

rare diseases will be of great importance. Alexion has begun to mitigate this risk by switching Soliris PNH 
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and atypical HUS patients to Ultomiris due to its longer patent protection and added patient benefit of 

less frequent dosing. Simultaneously Alexion has been able to maintain revenues with Soliris due to 

growth in neurology. We expect Alexion to give further details on these dynamics and their plans to 

drive growth from current markets along with new market opportunities. 

 

Alkermes plc (ALKS) 
During 2020, eyes have been on the outcome of Alkermes’ novel fixed-dose combination antipsychotic, 

ALKS 3831 (samidorphan/olanzapine), which was filed back in November 2019 for the treatment of 

schizophrenia and bipolar I disorder. The drug has been developed as a next-generation product that 

offers tolerability benefits over an established therapy (olanzapine); specifically, through the mitigation 

of olanzapine-associated weight gain. In pivotal trials, the drug demonstrated rivaled efficacy in the 

treatment of these psychiatric disorders, while also causing significantly less weight gain compared to 

the reference antipsychotic, olanzapine. The drug originally had a PDUFA date set for November 2020, 

and after largely positive responses from the FDA advisory committee meeting in October 2020, the 

outlook seemed positive.  The majority of panel members voted in favor of the enhanced metabolic 

profile of the drug, its safety and labeling being sufficient to reduce the risks related to the opioid 

antagonist action of samidorphan. However, following the PDUFA date, Alkermes received a Complete 

Response Letter, referencing manufacturing discrepancies. As no further clinical trials were alluded to, 

Alkermes remains confident it can still achieve approval via a swift timeline, but we could hear further 

updates and precise timings during JPM 2021. 

 

Alkermes’ dedication to the CNS space is undoubted, and its collaboration with Johnson & Johnson (J&J) 

on the Invega franchise is a defining contribution. The long-acting injectable (LAI) Invega formulations, 

Sustenna and Trinza, are the highest grossing LAIs in the schizophrenia market. J&J and Alkermes have 

pushed the boat out yet further with their six-month paliperidone palmitate formulation, another 

potential unprecedented depot in the schizophrenia market. With J&J reporting recent submissions to 

the FDA and EMA, we may hear aspirations and plans for this formulation if marketing approval is 

successfully attained; looking likely given the pivotal data displaying paralleled efficacy to the three-

month version, Invega Trinza.  We may also hear information on the outlook of the first LAI to reach the 

psychiatric market (back in 2003) Risperdal Consta, which Alkermes and J&J similarly joined forces on. 

The former blockbuster drug’s patent exclusivity is reaching an end, and Alkermes may touch up on 

potential generic impact here. Furthermore, as is Alkermes strategy, its partnership with Biogen on the 

Tecfidera follow-up, Vumerity, has seen a disappointing launch year, not helped by COVID or the 

Tecfidera patent cliff, and details may be shared on marketing strategies to drive uptake of the drug. 

 

Alnylam Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (ALNY) 
In late 2020, Alnylam received approval of Oxlumo for primary hyperoxaluria type 1 in both the US and 

Europe, becoming the company’s third approved RNAi therapeutic in as many years. Leqvio for 
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hypercholesterolemia or mixed dyslipidemia was approved in Europe in December 2020, with an 

expected US approval imminently. Alnylam’s product sales have been steadily increasing- Givlaari has 

yielded $32M and Onpattro $215M in the first three quarters of 2020 worldwide.  

 

There are several high impact catalysts that Alnylam will possibly discuss during the meeting, including 

the impending Japanese approval of Givlaari for acute hepatic porphyria in mid-2021 and the Brazilian 

approval of Oxlumo for primary hyperoxaluria type 1 early in the year. Alnylam also anticipates filing for 

NDA approval of vutrisiran for ATTR amyloidosis in early 2021. The company may discuss upcoming trials 

of their hypertension drug, ALN-AGT, and their plans to advance some of their IND filings. Data readouts 

of Oxluma and vutrisiran will no doubt be of great interest to investors and Alnylam will almost certainly 

address them. Biggest news for the company will revolve around their plans to increase their current 

franchises both geographically and with new indications. 

 

ALX Oncology, Inc. (ALXO) 
ALX Oncology is a clinical-stage immuno-oncology company focused on developing therapies that block 

the CD47 checkpoint pathway and bridge the innate and adaptive immune system. The company’s lead 

product candidate, ALX148, is in clinical development for a broad range of solid and hematological 

cancer indications. Notably in 2020, the company advanced ALX148 into a Phase Ib/II trial for the 

treatment of higher risk myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS), released final results from a Phase I study 

testing ALX148 in solid tumors which demonstrated strong tolerability and signs of efficacy in areas of 

unmet need, and announced plans to expand clinical development into advanced HER2-expressing 

breast cancer and first-line acute myelogenous leukemia (AML). Additionally, the company completed a 

public offering of 2,737,000 shares of its common stock, including the exercise in full of the 

underwriters’ option to purchase 357,000 additional shares of its common stock, at a price to the public 

of $76.00 per share. 

 

The company may announce updated details on planned study initiations throughout 2021. These 

include two Phase II studies in combination with Keytruda (pembrolizumab) for the treatment of head & 

neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC), a Phase II study in combination with trastuzumab for the 

treatment of untreated HER2-positive gastric/GEJ cancer, and Phase Ib studies for the treatment of 

HER2-expressing breast cancer and first-line AML. It is also likely that ALX Oncology will provide refined 

timelines for expected data readouts for clinical studies and a broad overview of clinical efficacy and 

safety data observed to date. 

 

Amgen, Inc. (AMGN) 
At JPM, Amgen will likely provide updates across its late-stage development program, including 

sotorasib and tezepelumab. Amgen has completed regulatory filings for sotorasib in the US and Europe, 

based on the results of the potentially-registrational Phase II trial in 126 KRAS G12C-mutant advanced 
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NSCLC patients. Updated results from this trial, likely including numerical data, will be presented at the 

World Congress on Lung Cancer in late January. Additionally, we expect Amgen to provide color on the 

mixed results from the Phase III development program for tezepelumab in asthma, as the NAVIGATOR 

trial showed statistical significance in the reduction of AAERs in both the general population and 

patients with low eosinophil count, but the SOURCE trial didn’t meet its primary endpoint of a reduction 

in daily oral corticosteroid dose without loss of asthma control.  

 

Commercially, Amgen has seen success in 2020 with the launch and growth of its biosimilar portfolio, as 

Mvasi, Amgevita, and Kanjinti are annualizing at ~$2B in sales. Amgen recently received approvals for 

Avola and Riabni, and has several late-stage candidates, including biosimilars to eculizumab, aflibercept, 

and ustekinumab, which generated almost $18B in sales in 2019. We also look for an update on how 

COVID-19 is impacting prescription trends across its portfolio. 

 

Apellis Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (APLS) 
Apellis is an early stage biotechnology company focused on developing novel therapeutics and drug 

delivery technologies to address chronic inflammatory diseases. The company is likely to provide 

updates on their lead drug candidate pegcetacoplan, which was recently submitted for FDA and EMA 

approval for the treatment of Paroxysmal Nocturnal Hemoglobinuria in September 2020. This next year 

will be important for Apellis with their PDUFA date and CHMP opinion regulatory milestones 

approaching in the first half of 2021. Attendees can also expect additional updates regarding data at the 

conference as the company is also expecting results from their Phase III PRINCE study in that same 

timeline, which could provide an insight on whether this drug will be approved. The company is also 

progressing development in dry AMD for this drug, with top-line results expected from two separate 

trials in the third quarter of 2021 in the dry AMD indication. The results will likely affect the company’s 

decision on pursuing an approval in this indication.  

 

Other pipeline updates expected at the conference include APL-9, which is currently being studied to 

treat COVID-19 and complement deficiencies and abnormalities. The company recently announced top-

line results for their Phase I/II COVID-19 study and an observational study. The results indicated that of 

the five patients that completed the study, C3a, LDH, and CRP levels were within the normal reference 

range by the end of the APL-9 treatment period. Based on the results, an independent data monitoring 

committee recommended continuing the investigation of APL-9 in the study. And the safety data from 

the patients support the advancement of this treatment option. With that, eyes will be on Apellis for an 

update on the COVID-19 program and how the company plans to progress it beyond their current 

studies. 
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AstraZeneca PLC (AZN) 
At JPM 2021, we expect AstraZeneca to provide an update on its vaccine program for COVID-19, 

especially the ongoing US trial that is using a prime-boost schedule. Should the efficacy be higher than 

what was seen for that regimen in the UK/Brazilian trials and more competitive with what Pfizer and 

Moderna have published, it could be transformational for the world as AstraZeneca’s vaccine is priced 

cheaper at $4 per dose. Should AstraZeneca show decent efficacy, we expect an EUA to be issued in the 

near-term. AstraZeneca might also provide updates on its late-stage portfolio, including Roxadustat, 

Tezepelumab, and Enhertu. Roxadustat just had its PDUFA date extended to March 20, 2021, and 

AstraZeneca might provide color on the labelling discussions it is having with the FDA which necessitated 

an extended review. Tezepelumab has had mixed results from its Phase III development program, as 

NAVIGATOR was successful while SOURCE wasn’t. Enhertu is being developed in earlier lines of therapy 

in breast cancer, and in other HER2+ expressing cancers such as gastric, NSCLC and CRC.  

 

We look for commercial updates across AstraZeneca’s oncology portfolio, including initial prescription 

trends from the recently-approved adjuvant regimen of Tagrisso in EGFR+ NSCLC. AstraZeneca has more 

emerging market and China exposure than any of its big pharma peers, which has benefitted growth 

thus far, especially as these markets have appeared to have a better handle on COVID-19, resulting in 

less disruption in prescription volumes. On December 12, 2020, AstraZeneca and Alexion announced 

they have entered into a definitive agreement for AstraZeneca to acquire Alexion for $175 a share (34% 

cash / 66% stock). We anticipate further discussion around this acquisition, including more definitive 

timelines and future plans of Alexion’s programs. 

 

Berkeley Lights, Inc. (BLI) 
Digital cell biology company Berkeley Lights Inc. went public in mid-2020 netting $165.7M in its initial 

public offering. The Emeryville, CA-based firm is focused on enabling and accelerating the rapid 

development and commercialization of biotherapeutics and other cell-based products. It seeks to 

accelerate antibody drug discovery and development using its new Beacon technology, which combines 

optics and nanofluidics in a miniaturized system it calls optofluidics.  

 

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, Berkeley Lights has sought out partnerships with a network of 

academic partners including Vanderbilt University, the La Jolla Institute and Emory University to discover 

an antibody therapy based on blood samples from patients who have recovered from the virus. The 

Beacon platform can cut the discovery B-cell antibody process down to just one day, compared with the 

typical three months it usually takes a conventional hybridoma techniques, which involve producing 

antibodies in live animals. The company says its proprietary platform not only speeds up the process, 

but also provides a wealth of cell function data much earlier in the drug discovery process. At this year’s 

JPM Conference, Berkeley Lights will likely highlight its revolutionary technology and provide insight on 

its response to the global pandemic. 
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Biogen, Inc. (BIIB) 
Biogen looks to start 2021 on a solid foot after a tumultuous 2020, which saw the company’s largest 

drug see generic competition and the resurrection of a potential multi-billion drug franchise. Biogen’s 

stock is down roughly 15% year-to-date, as the negative court ruling on Tecfidera’s patent came as a 

negative surprise; sales of the multiple sclerosis stalwart are set to fall from more than $3B in the US, as 

generic competition is being priced at a 90% discount. Biogen is trying to offset the losses by ramping 

Vumerity, its second-generation fumarate product, but uptake has been limited to date. 

 

The biggest catalyst for Biogen in 2021 is undoubtedly the upcoming FDA advisory panel meeting for 

aducanumab for Alzheimer’s disease. The program was left for dead in early 2019 after Biogen and Eisai 

discontinued the Phase III program, consisting of the ENGAGE and EMERGE studies, but brought back in 

late 2019 and filed for approval in early 2020. While Biogen’s tone on FDA communications throughout 

the review process has become relatively muted, the company recently filed for approval in Europe and 

Japan, and should Biogen gain approval, aducanumab has the potential to be a blockbuster.  

 

Biogen has struck billion-dollar partnerships with Sage Therapeutics and Denali Therapeutics in recent 

months, reiterating Biogen’s focus on the CNS space, and we expect Biogen to also provide an update on 

its late-stage development pipeline. 

 

BioNTech SE (BNTX) 
BioNTech has played a significant role in tackling the global COVID-19 pandemic, and we expect a 

significant amount of time to be dedicated to the early distribution of its BNT162 COVID-19 vaccine, 

which has shown to be almost 95% effective at preventing COVID-19 infection in adults after taking two 

doses. A key topic to be discussed will be the early reports of serious allergic reactions and anaphylaxis 

seen in only a handful of patients, as any uptick in public skepticism towards the vaccine could result in 

lower vaccination rates as well as a preference for a different manufacturers product. BioNTech might 

be in position to provide an update on the global commercial supply commitments it has secured, 

especially follow-on orders for the US and Europe.  

 

We expect to hear additional details around the opportunity to initiate pediatric studies of BNT162, as 

that represents a sizable patient population uncovered by the current Emergency Use Authorization. 

BioNTech might be able to update the timing for a formal BLA filing for BNT162, as distribution currently 

is done under EUA, which the company and Pfizer received in December. We look for incremental color 

on the long-term revenue potential of the BNT162, as the long tail of revenue could fund BioNTech’s 

research and development for years to come.  
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The success that mRNA vaccines have shown in preventing COVID-19 could be a boon to BioNTech’s 

proprietary pipeline, which contains several mRNA drug candidates in early stage development. 

BioNTech will likely provide an update on several of these programs. 

 

bluebird bio (BLUE) 
bluebird bio had an eventful year with multiple regulatory milestones such as the Priority Medicines 

(PRIME) designation for Zynteglo in sickle cell disease, the rolling BLA initiation for Zynteglo in 

transfusion dependent β-thalassemia across all genotypes, and the acceptance for Priority Review BLA 

for idecabtagene vicleucel (ide-cel) in relapsed and refractory multiple myeloma. The company also 

reported data for the Phase III Northstart-2 study, demonstrating that 89% of patients successfully 

achieved transfusion independence. Other notable data is from the Phase III Northstar-3 that show 85% 

of patients have been off transfusions for >6 months. These robust data support the commercial path 

forward for Zynteglo. Financially, the May 2020 public offering of the Company’s common stock and a 

one-time upfront payment received from the Company’s amended collaboration with BMS have 

resulted in the increase in cash, cash equivalents and marketable securities. 

 

We expect that bluebird bio will highlight supporting data for their recent regulatory submissions and 

their plans to pursue expanded label to include patients with β0/β0 genotypes and pediatrics at the 

meeting. The company is anticipating the approval decision for its Ide-cel for the treatment of relapsed 

and refractory multiple myeloma on March 27, 2021. Other potential updates may encompass the 

upcoming the BLA submission for Lenti-D in cerebral adrenoleukodystrophy in mid 2021, the European 

Medicines Agency (EMA) decision on its recent Lenti-D filing in 2020, and the rolling BLA completion for 

Zynteglo for β-thalassemia in mid-2021. On the commercial front for Zynteglo, the company plans to 

engage with payers in additional EU markets supports access and reimbursement in early 2021. 

 

Boston Scientific Corp (BSX) 
Boston Scientific reported an organic sales decline of 5.7% in Q3, but emphasized excellent commercial 

execution and clinical adoption across their portfolio. Every business segment improved in Q3 compared 

to Q2, with exceptional sales growth in China. At JPM, we look for updates on the divestment of its BTG 

Specialty Pharmaceuticals business. We continue to look for updates on the recently launched 

WATCHMEN FLX and updates to the ACURATE neo cardiac valve platform. Boston Scientific recently 

announced the discontinuation of the LOTUS product following the recall of the LOTUS Edge. Given this, 

we expect BSX to give updates on the product pipeline as it outlines areas of growth outside of the 

LOTUS program. 

 

Bristol Myers Squibb Company (BMS) 
Opening the JPM conference with the first presentation of the year, Bristol Myers Squibb will most likely 

be highlighting its recently closed $13.1 billion buy of publicly traded MyoKardia for $225.00 per share in 
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cash. Lead candidate mavacamten (MYK461), an allosteric myosin inhibitor in Phase III for obstructive 

hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM), has both Orphan Drug and Breakthrough Therapy designations in 

the US. In topline results announced in May 2020, mavacamten achieved primary and all secondary 

endpoints with a strong safety and tolerability profile. MyoKardia plans to file an NDA during Q1 2021, 

with a possible launch before the end of next year and patent protection through 2030. Bristol-Myers’ 

own cardiovascular disease franchise is headed up by blockbuster oral anticoagulant Eliquis (apixaban), 

which had revenues just shy of $7 billion for the nine months ended September 30, 2020 and is 

expected to top $9 billion for the full year. Myokardia’s potential first-in-class HCM drug presents BMS 

with the opportunity to shift the standard of care for the disease and presents another huge sales 

prospect in the cardiovascular space.  

 

Further boosting its portfolio, Bristol Myers received significant FDA approvals during 2020, including 

clearances in additional indications for Opdivo (nivolumab) and Opdivo +Yervoy (ipilimumab). The 

company also has multiple large-impact regulatory catalysts anticipated by year end or Q1 2021. Bristol 

Myers’ 2020 pipeline progress included a November announcement of the POETYK PSO-1 Phase III trial 

evaluating deucravacitinib (BMS-986165), a tyrosine kinase 2 (TYK2) inhibitor for moderate to severe 

plaque psoriasis, meeting both coprimary endpoints.  

 

Through the completion of a trio of multi-billion dollar target discovery collaborations – with Repare 

Therapeutics (CRISPR-enabled platform for multiple synthetic lethal precision oncology targets), Insitro 

(a machine-learning platform for development of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and frontotemporal 

dementia therapies), and Schrodinger (physics-based computational platform for multiple small-

molecule compounds in oncology, neurology, and immunology) – Bristol-Myers aims to ramp up its 

pipeline in key focus areas. Additional noteworthy deals focused on gaining further growth 

opportunities included a global license to Dragonfly’s interleukin-12 cytokine DF6002, in Phase I/II for 

solid tumors, and the acquisition of protein engineering company Forbius, gaining lead asset AVID200, a 

highly potent and isoform m-selective transforming growth factor-beta (TGF-beta) inhibitor, in Phase I 

for solid tumors, scleroderma, and myelofibrosis. 

 

Celltrion, Inc. (068270) 
With U.S. marketed assets since 2011, the biopharmaceutical company has established itself as a 

reputable firm specializing in monoclonal antibody capabilities and advancing the development and 

manufacture of biosimilar products and new biopharmaceuticals. Their lead candidate, Inflectra, is an 

FDA approved biosimilar that neutralizes the biological activity of TNF-alpha. The European Commission 

(EC) granted a supplemental marketing authorization for Inflectra for the treatment of adult patients 

with ankylosing spondylitis, Crohn’s disease, ulcerative colitis, psoriatic arthritis and psoriasis in 2020. 

The company filed for a further extension to the marketing authorization of Inflectra to include the 

inflammatory bowel disease indication, with an approval decision expected in mid-2020. Furthermore, 
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in November 2020, Celltrion acquired 18 Primary Care product assets in the Asia Pacific area for a total 

of $278M inclusive of milestone payments from Takeda.  

 

Nonetheless, a report recently published by J.P. Morgan noted that the market share of Inflectra has 

shrunk in the European market and that sales growth of Truxima has slowed down. Based on this, J.P. 

Morgan forecasted that Celltrion’s annual net profit growth rate will peak at 54% in 2020 and fall to 21% 

in 2021. 

 

Despite the controversy, Celltrion remains hopeful and expects several significant factors to positively 

influence biosimilar uptake and the company’s growth in the coming years, including healthcare 

budgetary pressures; growing demand for low-cost alternative medicines and an increase in 

prescriptions for biologics. 

 

Daiichi Sankyo Co., Ltd. (4568) 
Daiichi Sankyo had a transformative 2020, highlighted by the approval of Daiichi Sankyo’s lead antibody-

drug conjugate (ADC) Enhertu for advanced/metastatic HER2+ breast cancer in the US and Japan. After 

receiving a positive Committee for Medicinal Products for Human Use (CHMP) opinion in December 

2020, Enhertu will likely also be approved in Europe in early 2021. Furthermore, following Enhertu’s 

success in breast cancer, Daiichi Sankyo is aiming to launch its flagship ADC in additional solid tumor 

indications. At the end of 2020, Daiichi Sankyo submitted a supplemental Biological License Application 

(sBLA) for Enhertu for the treatment of HER2-positive metastatic gastric or gastroesophageal junction 

(GEJ) adenocarcinoma to the US Food and Drug Administration and received Priority Review, with a 

PDUFA date of 28 February 2021.  

 

At the conference, Daiichi Sankyo will likely provide an update regarding these pending approvals as 

well as information regarding additional regulatory submissions for Enhertu that are planned for 2021.  

Given the positive preliminary data for Daiichi’s other main ADCs datopotamab deruxtecan and 

patritumab deruxtecan that were seen in 2020, investors will be looking towards additional details on 

Daiichi Sankyo’s strategy for their ADC program as the company continues its shift toward centralizing 

oncology as its core business. In addition to an update on the company’s non-oncology assets, Daiichi 

Sankyo is also expected to provide an update on the anticipated clinical studies for DS-5670, the 

company’s mRNA coronavirus vaccine. 

 

Deciphera Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (DCPH) 
Deciphera Pharma received its first regulatory approval from the FDA in May 2020 for Qinlock 

(ripretinib), a KIT and PDGFR-alpha kinase switch control inhibitor, in gastrointestinal stromal tumors. In 

addition to US approval, Qinlock has received approval in the Australian, New Zealand, and Canadian 

markets and is also under review in several other geographies. To facilitate international 
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commercialization and distribution, Deciphera has signed exclusive distribution agreements with 

Specialised Therapeutics within Australia, New Zealand, Singapore, Malaysia and Bruneito, as well as a 

separate agreement with Medison Pharma for Qinlock distribution rights in Canada and Israel. Qinlock 

sales will be the main revenue driver for Deciphera in the near-term as no other assets are in late-phase 

development at this stage. Deciphera is also periodically discussed as a takeover target, with Qinlock as 

the prize asset. 

 

At the meeting, news on Qinlock regulatory and manufacturing plans are expected, as well as updates 

on the company’s limited pipeline that includes DCC-3014 in tenosynovial giant cell tumors, rebastinib in 

solid tumors, and DCC-3116 in RAS mutant cancers. 

 

Denali Therapeutics, Inc. (DNLI) 
In 2020, Denali’s stock soared after the company signed an agreement with Biogen to co-develop and 

co-commercialize Denali’s DNL151, a small-molecule inhibitor of leucine-rich repeat kinase 2 (LRRK2), 

for Parkinson’s disease and other neurodegenerative disease programs. Denali received $560m up-front 

and Biogen made an equity investment of $465m in Denali. The partners will co-develop DNL151 and co-

commercialize the candidate in the US and China, whereas Biogen will retain rights to commercialize 

DNL151 in all other markets. In addition to DNL151, Biogen also receives options on several preclinical 

programs. DNL151 is expected to move into late-stage clinical trials in Parkinson’s in 2021 and will be 

the main attraction, but other early-phase and preclinical pipeline updates may also be discussed at the 

meeting. 

 

Edwards Lifesciences Corp. (EW) 
Edwards posted better than expected Q3 results, worldwide sales increased 4%, led by TAVR Sales, 

which we up 6%. Europe showed notable growth for the TAVR group and the U.S. due to adoption of the 

SAPIEN 3 Ultra, which was recently approved in Canada. At JPM, we expect continued sales updates and 

clinical feedback as SAPIEN 3 is the main driver of Edwards TAVR adoption. We also expect updates to 

the transcatheter mitral and tricuspid therapies, with updates from pivotal trials. Edwards recently 

received CE Mark approval for the PASCAL ACE implant. In acquired technologies, Edwards expects to 

submit a CE Marking dossier for the CARMAT Heart, which we hope to hear updates on the 

development of this device. Other large impact catalysts we anticipate updates for include the 

Cardioband tricuspid and mitral PMA Approval and CE Mark approval for the KONECT Conduit. Overall, 

Edwards continues to improve with sales growing worldwide, reflecting a continued devotion to 

innovative heart valve replacement technologies. 
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Eli Lilly & Co. (LLY) 
Closing out a year that was book-ended by two billion-dollar deals in January and December, Eli Lilly’s 

JPM presentation will likely highlight those new assets and pipeline expansions, in addition to key 

revenue drivers helping to raise the company’s 2021 guidance to between $26B-28B. 

 

Lilly’s most recent deal activity brought the company into the gene therapy space, through the $1B 

acquisition of Prevail Therapeutics announced in December. Expected to close during Q1 2021, the 

purchase will bring the Big Pharma neuroscience assets including Prevail’s lead AAV9-based gene 

therapeutics PR001 (in Phase I/II for Parkinson’s disease and neuronopathic Gaucher’s disease) and 

PR006 (Phase I/II for frontotemporal dementia).  

 

Lilly recently noted that its 2020 revenue forecast has been increased by $500M to account for sales of 

its two COVID-19 drugs bamlanivimab and Olumiant (baricitinb) – drugs for which the FDA granted 

Emergency Use Authorization in response to the global coronavirus pandemic. The 2021 guidance 

anticipates $1B-$2B in sales for those therapies, pending additional approvals and authorizations.  

R&D spending and related activities will also likely be a focus of discussion, as the company has 

increased projected expenditures from $5.8B to upwards of $6.7B to add new drugs and indications to 

the company’s coffers. We expect to see discussion around upcoming late-stage trial readouts including 

Phase III results for tirzepatide (diabetes), Olumiant (alopecia areata and lupus), and Jardiance (heart 

failure). We should also expect Phase III results for lebrikizumab, the IL-13 inhibitor for atopic dermatitis 

that Lilly gained when it bought Dermira for $1.1B in January. 

 

Exelixis, Inc. (EXEL) 
Exelixis is exiting 2020 in a strong position, mainly due to the notable developments of its lead 

candidate, cabozantanib, in the indications of hepatocellular and renal cell carcinoma. In hepatocellular 

carcinoma, cabozantanib received approval in Japanese market, helping to propel worldwide sales of 

the product to $169M in Q3 2020 versus just $4M in Q3 2019. The initial Japanese submission triggered 

a $10M milestone payment from partner Takeda and opens the door to a potential $15M milestone 

payment upon first commercial sale. 

 

In the indication of renal cell carcinoma, Exelixis received marketing approval in the Japanese market, 

and since, has launched commercially and submitted and supplemental application as well. 

Supplemental approval applications were also submitted in the U.S. and Europe, and are currently under 

regulatory review, with the U.S. application granted priority review. The company will seek to continue 

solidifying its position in the global market through 2021, as Exelixis expects multiple large impact 

catalysts including U.S., European, and Japanese supplemental approvals in the renal cell carcinoma 

indication, a regulatory submission in hepatocellular cancer in Europe, and a regulatory submission in 

prostate cancer to the FDA. 
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Galapagos NV (GLPG) 
In its recently amended marketing agreement with Gilead, Galapagos assumes full responsibility for the 

commercialization of Jyseleca (filgotinib) in rheumatoid arthritis, and in all future indications. This aligns 

with the company’s future commercial strategy across Europe following the disappointing CRL from the 

FDA and the decision not to launch Jyseleca in the US. The company continues to focus on developing 

novel mechanism of action drugs aimed at addressing unmet needs in inflammation, fibrosis, and other 

diseases.  

 

A few large-impact catalysts expected in 2021 may be covered at the meeting. With patient recruitment 

on target for the GLPG1690 (Ziritaxestat) Phase III program (ISABELA 1 and ISABELA 2) in patients with 

IPF, the company may firm up the timeline for interim data to be released on the efficacy of the 

treatment. The ISABELA program is intended to support both New Drug Application (NDA) and Market 

Authorization Application (MAA) submissions in the US and EU, respectively, where the drug has been 

granted orphan status.  

 

The company’s proprietary Toledo program is a strategic effort to develop assets inhibiting salt-inducible 

kinases (SIK). Proof-of-concept patient trials with the SIK2/3 inhibitor GLPG3970 (lead molecule in the 

Toledo program) in Sjögren’s and systemic lupus erythematosus are anticipated in Q1 2021. This will 

broaden the scope of the program which is already in Phase I for psoriasis and Phase II for ulcerative 

colitis (top-line results anticipated in H1 2021) and rheumatoid arthritis. There are unlikely to be major 

updates as the Phase II trial in RA as the readouts are not expected until 2022. 

 

Progress updates on the development of Galapagos’ third generation Toledo compound, GLPG4399 for 

inflammatory diseases may also be discussed. A first-in-human trial was recently initiated, and the 

company expects a readout in 2021. 

 

Genmab A/S (GMAB) 
Genmab is focused on the development of differentiated antibody products for oncology. It has four 

approved partnered products that provide it with a solid financial base with 2019 revenues of $803 

million. These products include (i) the blockbuster Darzalex, an anti-CD37 antibody for multiple 

myeloma which brought in $482 million in royalties in 2019 (a subcutaneous formulation, Darzalex 

Faspro was launched in 2020), (ii) Kesimpta, an anti-CD20 antibody approved in August 2020 for multiple 

sclerosis and (iii) Tepezza, an IGF-1R antibody approved for thyroid eye disease in January 2020. 

 

Genmab’s proprietary pipeline includes tisotumab vedotin, a tissue factor targeted antibody-drug 

conjugate being developed with Seagen for cervical cancer and epcoritamab, a Duobody specific for CD3 

and CD20 being developed with AbbVie for diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) and that is 
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differentiated by its subcutaneous administration. Genmab will be receiving 50% of revenues for these 

assets if approved. A BLA for tisotumab for cervical cancer, supported by positive Phase II results, is 

expected in Q1 2021. Epcortimab had positive Phase I/II results and a Phase III trial is expected to 

initiate in 2021.  

 

Genmab’s proprietary pipeline includes another four Duobody bispecific antibodies that are in Phase I or 

Phase I/II development for various solid tumor indications. Two are partnered with AbbVie and two with 

BioNTech with rights split 50:50. Genmab is also developing a DuoHexabody that targets 2 non-

overlapping epitopes on CD37 and is being developed for B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma.  

At JPM, we expect Genmab to discuss the growth potential of its approved products, preparations for 

approval of tisotumab vedotin as well as plans for the epcoritamab Phase III trial.  

 

Gilead Sciences, Inc. (GILD) 
Gilead Sciences was featured extensively in headlines throughout 2020 by virtue of its novel antiviral 

remdesivir (Veklury), which became the first new molecular entity approved for use in treatment for 

COVID-19. While it is likely that Veklury and its many prospective combinations with antiviral antibodies 

will be mentioned, the company’s other high-profile assets have made a large impact in several areas 

beyond infectious disease. 

 

Of particular note is Gilead’s flagship chimeric antigen receptor t-cell (CAR-T) therapy Yescarta, which 

has proven extraordinarily effective in multiple lymphoma indications. Although sales have slumped 

since the agent’s initial approval in diffuse large b-cell lymphoma (DLBCL), the remarkable response 

rates seen in the Phase II ZUMA-5 trial suggest that Yescarta may become a standard-of-care in 

previously-treated marginal zone lymphoma (MZL) and follicular lymphoma (FL), where the agent’s 

efficacy data far outperforms that of existing competitors. With the FDA accepting Gilead’s BLA for both 

indications, Yescarta seems set to become a market leader in these hard-to-treat indications. Similarly, 

Tecartus, an alternative configuration of Yescarta, was recently approved in mantle cell lymphoma, and 

the therapy’s ongoing investigation in acute lymphoblastic leukemia is also likely to be a topic of 

discussion. 

 

GlaxoSmithKline plc (GSK) 
New approval and regulatory successes in 2020 give GSK a strong foundation to start 2021. Blenrep 

(belantamab mafodotin), the company’s BCMA-directed monoclonal antibody, became the first BCMA 

therapy approved for use in multiple myeloma and is set to generate strong sales. Trelegy (fluticasone 

furoate/umeclidinium bromide/vilanterol) was approved for use in asthma. The company also received 

positive CHMP opinions in HIV for (Vocabria) cabotegravir and (Edurant) rilpivirine as long-acting 

regimen for HIV treatment and for Zejula in the first-line maintenance setting in ovarian cancer. It hasn’t 
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all been positive news, however, as GSK’s COVID-19 vaccine recently demonstrated poor responses in 

older patients in its Phase I/II trial, dropping the company’s product well behind competitors.  

 

At the meeting, updates on development for several key late-phase and registrational assets are likely. 

In 2021, early-phase data releases and initiation of Phase III studies for the company’s vaccine 

candidates in Respiratory Syncytial Virus (RSV) prevention are expected. Regulatory submissions for in-

house assets Zejula in ovarian and prostate cancer, Nucala in COPD, Vocabria in HIV, Benlysta in SLE, 

Dostarlimab in solid tumors, ovarian, and uterine cancer, as well as GSK2140944 in UTIs. 

 

Global Blood Therapeutics, Inc. (GBT) 
Global Blood Therapeutics is a biopharmaceutical company focused on the discovery, development and 

delivery of treatments for people living with blood-based disorders. Their lead product candidate, 

Oxbryta, an orally-available allosteric modifier of hemoglobin structure that prevents deoxygenated 

sickle hemoglobin from aggregating, was reviewed by the FDA under Priority Review and granted 

Breakthrough Therapy, Fast Track, Orphan Drug and Rare Pediatric Disease designations for the 

treatment of patients with Sickle cell disease (SCD). It was approved in the U.S. in 2019 based on 

clinically meaningful and statistically significant data from the Phase III HOPE study with plans to submit 

a Marketing Authorization Application (MAA) to the European Medicines by mid-2021. In 2020, the 

company announced plans to expand the potential use of Oxbryta for the treatment of SCD in children 

ages 4 to 11 years by mid-2021, following a Type B meeting with FDA. The NDA will include clinical data 

from the ongoing Phase IIa HOPE-KIDS 1 study. The company also plans to initiate a multitude of clinical 

trials for their other candidates that are currently preclinical development by 2021. These include 

Inclacumab and GBT021601, both of which have demonstrated substantial potential in preclinical 

studies. 

 

Idorsia Pharmaceuticals Ltd. (IDIA) 
Idorsia Ltd is a biopharmaceutical company primarily specialized in the discovery and development of 

small molecules to provide innovative therapeutic options on multiple areas which include the central 

nervous system, cardiovascular disorders, immunological disorders, and orphan diseases. Most notable 

for the company in 2020, has been the development of daridorexant in the indication of insomnia and 

ponesimod in the indication of multiple sclerosis.  

 

In April and July of 2020, Idorsia reported positive results in each of the two pivotal Phase III studies of 

daridorexant in patients with insomnia. Based on these results the company plans to submit a marketing 

authorization to the FDA by end of 2020. In connection, Idorsia has raised $632M to support the 

regulatory filing and, if approved, commercial launch of daridorexant. According to the company, 

daridorexant alone should be enough to allow sustainable profitability within a relatively short period of 

time, benefiting additional pipeline assets and bringing significant growth opportunities in 2021. Of 
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similar impact, is the development of ponesimod as a treatment for multiple sclerosis, for which Idorsia 

submitted regulatory approval applications to the FDA and EMA with expectations for potential 

approvals in 2021. With a strategic company goal of bringing at least three products to market and 

becoming a commercial organization, Idorsia is well on track to achieve this. 

 

ImmunoGen, Inc. (IMGN) 
ImmunoGen focuses on developing antibody-drug conjugates (ADCs) for cancer patients. In 2020, the  

pivotal Phase III SORAYA study of mirvetuximab soravtansine in platinum-resistant ovarian cancer was 

initiated. The trial aims to recruit 100 participants and has a primary endpoint of ORR and secondary 

endpoints, including OS and PFS. ImmunoGen may provide preliminary trial updates on SORAYA as 

topline results are expected to readout in mid-2021 that could allow the company to move forward with 

a regulatory submission later in the year. 

 

ImmunoGen has several early stage programs on its pipeline, including IMGN632 for (blastic 

plasmacytoid dendritic cell neoplasm) BPDCN and acute myeloid leukemia (AML). In late 2020, IMGN632 

was granted Breakthrough Therapy designation. The company could reiterate positive results from the 

Phase I/II trial of IMGN632 for patients with relapsed/refractory BPDCN which were presented at ASH in 

December 2020. After guidance from the FDA, a pivotal cohort will be added on to the trial for front-line 

patients to support a label covering all BPDCN patients. 

 

Incyte Corporation (INCY) 
Incyte continues to report strong growth overall, especially across all Jakafi (ruxolitinib) indications, 

along with good momentum behind the recent U.S. launches of both Monjuvi (tafasitamab-cxix) and 

Pemazyre (pemigatinib). Label expansions for Jakafi have significantly extended the life cycle and 

broadened the revenue base of the product, which has been Incyte’s growth driver over the past several 

years, both from sales in the U.S. and royalty contributions from partner Novartis. Product and royalty 

revenues for the nine months ended September 30, 2020 increased 19% over the prior year.  

 

In addition, Incyte Dermatology has been established as a new franchise for Incyte in the U.S., with late-

stage development candidate ruxolitinib cream having the potential to be a significant contributor to 

sales if successful in both atopic dermatitis and vitiligo. The NDA for ruxolitinib cream in atopic 

dermatitis is on track for submission at the end of 2020, and Incyte has acquired a priority review 

voucher, which it intends to use to accelerate the timeline to FDA decision, potentially in the middle of 

2021. As the company has focused on broadening its product offerings, many key updates regarding 

recent launch progress and late-stage clinical developments in oncology and dermatology are of great 

interest moving forward. 
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Jazz Pharmaceuticals plc (JAZZ) 
Jazz Pharmaceuticals targets two therapeutic areas with significant market opportunities, neuroscience 

and oncology. Xyrem (sodium oxybate), a central nervous system (CNS) depressant, was approved for 

the treatment of narcolepsy in the US and EU in 2002 and 2005, respectively. An oral solution was 

approved in 2005. Despite a black box warning against seizure, respiratory depression, decreases in the 

level of consciousness, coma, and death, Xyrem reported sales of $1.6 billion in 2019.  

 

A follow-on molecule, Xywav, is a reformulation of Xyrem with 92% less sodium and was launched in 

November 2020. Following positive Phase III results in October 2020 for patients with idiopathic 

hypersomnia (diagnosed prevalence of ~37,000 patients), Jazz Pharmaceuticals is expecting a label 

expansion for Xywav in Q4 2021. Neuroscience pipeline products include JZP-385, a Phase II asset being 

developed for essential tremor, PF-‘845 a Phase II ready asset acquired from SpringWorks in October 

2020 being developed for PTSD and JZP-324 a lower-sodium oxybate extended release formulation 

currently in Phase I trials in healthy volunteers.  

 

Jazz’s oncology portfolio is expected to report sales of $525-565 million in 2020 and includes (i) Vyxeos a 

liposomal formulation of chemotherapy approved in 2017 for frontline secondary AML, (ii) Defitelio, a 

single-stranded mixture of DNA oligonucleotides approved in 2016 for adults and children who develop 

severe veno-occlusive disease following a hematopoietic stem cell transplant and (iii) Erwinase, an 

Erwinia asparaginase approved in 2011 as a component of a multi-agent chemotherapeutic regimen for 

the treatment of patients with acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) who have developed hypersensitivity 

to E. coli-derived asparaginase.  

 

In December 2020 it was announced that Zepzelca, a synthetic alkaloid launched in July 2020 following 

accelerated approval for second-line small-cell lung cancer, failed to improve overall survival in a Phase 

III trial. While this Phase III failure is not expected to jeopardize Zepzelca’s approval, it may limit future 

growth. Zepzelca’s development plan includes combining Zepzelca with other agents including immune-

oncology agents and evaluation in other tumor types.  

 

JZP-458 is a recombinant follow-on to Erwinase, being evaluated in a pivotal Phase I/II trial for pediatric 

and adult patients with ALL. On December 21st, 2020, Jazz announced that a BLA for JZP-458 was 

initiated and will be reviewed under the Real-Time Oncology Review (RTOR) pilot program. If approved, 

Jazz expects to launch JZP-458 in mid-2021.  

 

At JPM 2021, we expect to hear on the impact of Zepzelca’s Phase III failure on its future development. 

We also expect Jazz to discuss key events for 2021 including initiation of a Phase IIb trial for JZP-258 and 

a Phase II trial for PF-‘845 as well as preparations for the approval of JZP-458 and the label expansion of 

Xywav. 
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Johnson & Johnson (JNJ) 
Johnson & Johnson had a rollercoaster year for product sales, experiencing a dip during the height of the 

COVID-19 pandemic, but recovering in Q3 2020. The consumer health division of the company did 

especially well during the pandemic, because of the demand for Tylenol. The company also closed on a 

$6.5B acquisition of Momenta Pharmaceuticals in August to broaden their leadership in immune-

mediated diseases. In addition to that large acquisition, JNJ also completed several partnership deals 

with Fate Therapeutics, Pulmatrix, GRAM, Xencor, Symvivo, and MacroGenics, among others.  

 

Darzalex Faspro was approved in May across five indications of multiple myeloma patients and the 

company currently has a BLA submission for the treatment of patients with light chain (AL) amyloidosis 

with anticipated approval in March 2021. We expect the company to expand on this filing and confirm 

the BLA date during the meeting. A big focus of JNJ’s presentation will of course be their ongoing COVID-

19 vaccine product. The company has currently filed for rolling submission in both Canada and Europe. 

The Phase III Ensemble trial is completely enrolled, and we expect the company to give some highlights 

around this trial. JNJ has announced they anticipate interim data to be available by the end of January 

2021, so it is possible they release more at JPM.  

 

Ponesimod for multiple sclerosis is also currently under BLA review, with an expected approval date of 

March 2021. A European decision on ponesimod will quickly follow and we expect JNJ to discuss more of 

these timelines at the meeting. Amivantamab for non-small cell lung cancer is also under BLA review 

with an August 2021 U.S. approval. We expect the company to expand upon their current oncology 

portfolio and how they plan to fit amivantamab into their portfolio. 

 

Karuna Therapeutics, Inc. (KRTX) 
Karuna Therapeutics is a clinical-stage biopharmaceutical company committed to developing and 

delivering first-in-class therapies with the potential to transform the lives of people with CNS disorders. 

Their lead product candidate, KarXT, targets the muscarinic system and is composed of xanomeline, a 

novel clinical-stage muscarinic acetylcholine receptor agonist (activator) and trospium chloride, an FDA-

approved and well-established muscarinic receptor antagonist (blocker) that has been shown not to 

enter the central nervous system. KarXT is in Phase II development for schizophrenia psychosis, and 

Phase I development for the treatment of schizophrenia (adjunctive treatment for psychosis and 

negative and cognitive symptoms) and dementia-related psychosis.  

 

Notably in 2020, Karuna announced that KarXT demonstrated potent efficacy in its Phase II EMERGENT-

1 trial evaluating schizophrenia patients with acute psychosis, met with the FDA in an End-of-Phase II 

meeting to discuss the progression of KarXT into Phase III development for the treatment of acute 

psychosis in schizophrenia, and discontinued development of KarXT in pain indications based on 

inconclusive and insufficient analgesic benefit in a Phase Ib study.  
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Looking forward to 2021, Karuna plans to initiate a multitude of Phase III studies for acute psychosis and 

release top-line results from a safety study in healthy adult volunteers which will inform the 

development pathway for Alzheimer’s disease. We expect Karuna to provide additional details and 

timing expectations around these 2021 catalysts, in addition to further clinical and preclinical rational 

for the program. 

 

Karyopharm Therapeutics (KPTI) 
Karyopharm is focused on developing Xpovio (selinexor), an oral first-in-class inhibitor of XPO1, for 

various oncology indications. XPO1 mediates the nuclear export of cellular proteins bearing a leucine-

rich nuclear export signal and of RNAs. Inhibition of XPO1 impacts tumor cells via three core 

mechanisms: (i) increases nuclear levels and activation of tumor suppressor proteins, (ii) traps 

oncoprotein mRNA in the nucleus leading to reduced oncoprotein levels, and (iii) retains activated 

glucocorticoid receptor in the nucleus.  

 

In July 2019, Xpovio combined with dexamethasone received accelerated approval for the treatment of 

fifth-line or later multiple myeloma. With positive results in the Phase III BOSTON trial, Xpovio combined 

with Velcade and dexamethasone was approved for second-line or later multiple myeloma in December 

2020. In June 2020 Xpovio received accelerated approval as a single-agent therapy for third-line or later 

diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL).  

 

Apart from multiple myeloma and DLBCL, Xpovio is expected to initiate a Phase II trial for myelofibrosis 

in 2021. Xpovio is also being developed for a variety of solid tumors and is expecting regulatory 

submissions for advanced unresectable dedifferentiated liposarcoma in Q1 2021 following positive 

results in a Phase III trial.  Finally, Xpovio is being evaluated in a Phase III trial as front-line maintenance 

therapy for advanced and recurrent endometrial cancer with top-line results expected in H2 2021.  

 

At the JPM 2021, we expect Karyopharm to provide information on the commercial opportunities for 

Xpovio in multiple myeloma, DLBCL, liposarcoma and other liquid and solid tumors. 

 

Kiniksa Pharmaceuticals Corp. (KNSA) 
Kiniksa Pharmaceuticals is a growing company in the immunology space, with a selection of pipeline 

candidates in development for various immunological disorders, and an apt divergence in development 

of one of its programs towards a COVID-19 treatment. Kiniksa’s lead compound, rilonacept, was out 

licensed from Regeneron, who had previously launched the drug as Arcalyst for Cryopyrin-associated 

periodic syndromes (CAPS). Kiniksa has investigated rilonacept for recurrent pericarditis, and recently 

submitted an sBLA to the FDA for its use in this indication. The FDA granted priority review to the 

application and assigned a PDUFA goal date of March 21, 2021. Rilonacept is a weekly, subcutaneously 
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injected, recombinant dimeric fusion protein that blocks interleukin-1 alpha (IL-1α) and interleukin-1 

beta (IL-1β) signalling. The FDA granted Breakthrough Therapy designation to rilonacept for the 

treatment of recurrent pericarditis in 2019 and Orphan Drug designation to rilonacept for the treatment 

of pericarditis in 2020.  

 

Kiniksa has also been developing mavrilimumab, a human monoclonal antibody, targeting the alpha 

subunit of the granulocyte-macrophage colony stimulating factor receptor (GM-CSFR), for the treatment 

of giant cell arteritis. Considering the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, Kiniksa recognized additional 

potential of the drug for the treatment of COVID-19 and expects corresponding Phase II data 

imminently, which will likely be discussed at JPM 2021. 

 

Kodiak Sciences Inc. (KOD) 
In November 2020, Kodiak Sciences netted $612.7m through a public offering of 5.97m shares of its 

common stock at a price of $108/share. The proceeds will fund continued development of their lead 

candidate KSI-301, a high affinity anti-VEGF monoclonal antibody conjugated to a high molecular weight 

phosphorylcholine based biopolymer, in multiple ophthalmology indications including wet AMD, 

diabetic macular edema, and retinal vein occlusion. Funds will also support development of their other 

pipeline drug candidates KSI-501 for inflammatory retinal vascular diseases and KSI-601 in dry AMD.  

Discussions at JPM will likely focus on KSI-301, with pivotal top-line data results from Phase II and III 

trials in wet AMD, DME, and macular edema in 2021. Additional top-line results from Phase III studies in 

wet AMD are expected in 2022, as well. 

 

Medtronic plc (MDT) 
Medtronic's revenues are on the rebound, Q2 organic revenue declined 1.5%, however compared to the 

prior quarter, is up 18%. Medtronic continues to show growth across multiple divisions, with the 

Minimally Invasive Therapies Group outperforming other groups. Recent launches included the 

MiniMed770G, and we expect sales updates at JPM. Medtronic is investing into launching new pump 

platforms for the treatment of diabetes over the next 12 months, and we expect development updates 

in Endocrinology, as well as Cardiovascular and minimally invasive surgical innovations. Upcoming 

launches and approvals we expect updates from include the LINQ II Insertable Cardiac Monitor and  

MiniMed 780G; as well as updates on the Evolut TAVR platform and the soft-tissue robotic system. 

 

Merck & Co., Inc. (MRK) 
Merck remains the leading oncology company, as Keytruda’s dominance across tumor types is 

undisputed. Merck will address how it can continue to drive robust growth across the $14B+ franchise, 

both through partnerships, like the recently announced $1.6B oncology collaboration with Seagen 

around ladiratuzumab vedotin, and through acquisitions, like the $2.75B acquisition of VelosBio and its 

ROR1-targeting VLS-101. Recent approvals in breast, bladder, and gastric cancer should continue to 
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allow Merck to diversify Keytruda’s revenues away from lung cancer, which represented ~50% of sales 

for the franchise. Merck will likely give updates on how COVID-19 is impacting its business, both in new 

patient starts and diagnoses across oncology, and in vaccination trends, as sales of Merck’s blockbuster 

Gardasil franchise are down ~25% YTD.  

 

We also look for color from Merck on the Organon spin-off, expected to close in the second quarter of 

2021, which will remove more than $4B in sales from Merck, allowing the company to become slimmer, 

faster-growing, and more focused. The transaction will also result in Merck obtaining $8B - $9B via a 

special dividend from Organon, which Merck will likely utilize for business development purposes. That 

capital would allow Merck to acquire a late-stage or already-commercial asset, which could help offset 

the loss of revenue from patent expirations in the coming years.   

 

Mirati Therapeutics, Inc. (MRTX) 
With positive updated results for Mirati Therapeutics’ KRAS inhibitor adagrasib (MRTX849) seen in 2020, 

much attention will be focused on Mirati’s development program. Mirati has previously announced 

plans to file a New Drug Application for adagrasib for the second-line or later treatment of patients with 

KRAS p.G12C mutated non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) in the second half of 2021. However, following 

the recent NDA submission for competitor Amgen’s KRAS inhibitor sotorasib, investors will be looking 

for information on how Mirati plans to differentiate adagrasib. We expect the company will focus on 

their broad development program for adagrasib-based combinations in NSCLC. Trials are currently 

planned for adagrasib in combination with SHP-2 inhibitor TNO-155, pan-EGFR inhibitor Gilotrif, CDK4/6 

inhibitor Ibrance, and SOS1 inhibitor BI 1701963.  

 

Beyond adagrasib, we expect Mirati to also discuss its development programs for multikinase inhibitor 

sitravatinib and KRAS p.G12D inhibitor MRTX1133, which is expected to enter the clinic this year. 

Sitravatinib is inching closer to a potential approval in NSCLC, with the preliminary overall survival 

results from the Phase III SAPPHIRE study of the combination of sitravatinib and Opdivo expected in 

2021. We also expect updates on Mirati’s plans for sitravatinib in bladder cancer, renal cell carcinoma 

(RCC), head and neck cancer, and other solid tumors.   

 

Moderna, Inc. (MRNA) 
In December 2018, Moderna caught many investors’ eyes with by netting $571 million through the sale 

of 26.3 million shares at $23, making it one of the biggest Nasdaq IPOs by a US drug development 

biotech company. Since 2018, Moderna uses the proceeds to fund clinical development and advance its 

mRNA technology platforms across multiple therapeutic areas, including infectious, cardiovascular, and 

rare genetic diseases, and oncology. Since then, Moderna slowly expanded its pipeline, with mRNA-1647 

enters Phase II stage in CMV infection in 2020.  
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2020 was a remarkable year with the dawn of a new global pandemic – a novel strain of coronavirus 

(COVID-19). The pandemic swiftly brought business activity to a halt shortly after its discovery in early 

2020. Sensing an opportunity to reverse its fortune, Moderna signed a collaboration with Coalition for 

Epidemic Preparedness Innovations (CEPI) to develop an mRNA vaccine against the new coronavirus. 

This vaccine is eventually known as mRNA-1273, one of the leading competitors against pharmaceutical 

giants such as Pfizer, Johnson and Johnson, and AstraZeneca. mRNA-1273 enters Phase III development 

in July 2020 after seeing positive results from Phase I exploratory analysis. In November 2020, Moderna 

reported initial results from the Phase III study of mRNA-1273, demonstrating the trial has met the 

statistical criteria pre-specified in the study protocol for efficacy, with a vaccine efficacy of 94.5%. This 

data was submitted to the FDA as part of an Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) request, and the FDA 

brief showed extremely positive feedback, raising likelihood for Moderna to obtain its first approved 

candidate generated from its mRNA platform.  

 

Commercial and distribution updates for mRNA-1273 will certainly be the highlight of the presentation. 

In addition, management may also provide insight on the strategy to gain full approval with global 

regulatory authorities. Furthermore, Moderna may also provide updates on the rest of its pipeline and 

potentially new candidates entering clinical development. 

 

Nektar Therapeutics (NKTR) 
Nektar Therapeutics is a development stage biopharmaceutical company that discovers and develops 

investigational drugs, with its most advanced candidates indicated for oncological and auto-immune 

diseases. Nektar’s lead immune-oncology therapy, bempegaldesleukin (NKTR-214), is a CD122-

preferential IL-2 pathway agonist designed to stimulate the patient's own immune system to fight 

cancer. In February 2018, Nektar and Bristol-Myers Squibb signed a global development and 

commercialization license to evaluate the full potential of bempegaldesleukin with Opdivo (nivolumab), 

paving the way for a multitude of ongoing studies around 7 indications in 4 tumor types, including 

melanoma, renal cell carcinoma, non-small cell lung cancer and bladder cancer. 

 

Nektar recently announced that enrollment in 5 of the registrational trials of bempegaldesleukin in 

combination with Opdivo is going well, while the Phase II PROPEL study of bempegaldesleukin with 

Keytruda (pembrolizumab) in patients with metastatic non-small cell lung cancer is on pace for initial 

data in the first part of 2021. Nektar also expects top line results from its first-line bladder cancer study 

of bempegaldesleukin with Opdivo in the second half of 2021. We expect Nektar to include a bevy of 

updates regarding their late stage trial progress as well as development updates for NKTR-255, its IL-15 

cytokine, NKTR-262, its TLR agonist program, and NKTR-358, its T regulatory cell agent in immunology 

partnered with Eli Lilly. 
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Neurocrine Biosciences, Inc. (NBIX) 
Neurocrine Biosciences is a neuroscience-focused, biopharmaceutical company developing treatments 

for neurological, endocrine, and psychiatric disorders. The company’s portfolio includes FDA-approved 

Ingrezza for tardive dyskinesia, Ongentys for Parkinson’s disease, which launched in the United States in 

late September 2020, as well as Orilissa for endometriosis and uterine fibroids. Ingrezza (valbenazine) 

year to date net product sales were $753 million through the third quarter of 2020 with approximately 

133,000 total prescriptions. Notably, Neurocrine plans to release data from the Phase III KINECT-HD 

study of valbenazine for the treatment of chorea associated with Huntington's disease in 2021, a crucial 

part of the registrational package in any label expansion ambitions. We also expect updates regarding its 

partnered candidates, as the RESTORE-1 Phase II clinical trial of ezaladcigene resoparvovec (VY-AADC) 

with Voyager Therapeutics recently had a Data Safety Monitoring Board (DSMB) review recommend the 

pausing of dosing until additional data can be reviewed and the D-Amino Acid Oxidase (DAAO) inhibitor, 

NBI-1065844, in-licensed from Takeda, has data expected in mid-2021 from the ongoing proof-of-

concept Phase II study in adult subjects with schizophrenia. 

 

Novo Nordisk A/S (NVO) 
Novo Nordisk has had a busy year, with a number of major data announcements, most of which have 

been fairly positive, pleasing investors and supporting an increase in share price of around 25% for the 

year. A major topic of interest is likely to be its recent announcement of starting Phase III trials in early 

Alzheimer's disease with its GLP-1 agonist Rybelsus (oral semaglutide), already approved in diabetes. 

The decision for this innovative move was based on preclinical studies and a lower risk of dementia for 

its GLP-1 agonists in their cardiovascular outcomes (CVOT) trials. Rybelsus is the first oral GLP-1 agonist, 

approved for type 2 diabetes late 2019, so another major topic will likely be the progression of its launch 

in diabetes, where there may be questions about how much share it is taking from injectable GLP-1 

agonists versus other oral drugs and whether it is being used in earlier lines of therapy than the 

injectables.  

 

The company is of course likely to review their strategic goals and how they are seeking to innovate in 

their core areas, as they did last year, touching on topics related to the progress they have made in the 

last year, which includes: 

 

— First Phase II data for weekly insulin icodec and consequent progression to Phase III. The company is 

also working on earlier-stage, more novel insulins, such as a glucose-sensitive product (more on this 

below). 

— Multiple largely positive data releases for Ozempic (injectable semaglutide), including first Phase III 

data in obesity (though some of the data raised questions about the magnitude of weight loss one may 

expect to see in real world practice), higher dose results in diabetes (though it may face competition 

with Lilly's dual GLP-1/GIP agonist tirzepatide), and Phase II data in NASH, with a decision to start Phase 
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III (though on fibrosis improvement, it only showed a trend). There are likely of course to be questions 

on how the competition with Lilly's GLP-1 incretin franchises is looking. 

— Phase IIb biomarker data on the anti-IL-6 monoclonal antibody ziltivekimab. 

— Early stage data for their amylin analogue AM833 in obesity, as monotherapy and in combination 

with Ozempic. 

— One disappointment was a clinical hold, which has been lifted though, for concizumab, the most 

advanced TFPI inhibitor in hemophilia, due to thrombotic events. There may be more questions about 

how they hope to avoid these with different dosing, and when data is now expected. 

 

Another major piece of news they may highlight is their acquisition of Emisphere, which provided the 

technology for oral administration of the semaglutide peptide. The company noted that means they are 

embarking on a strategy of global leadership in oral biologics. The acquisition facilitates testing higher 

doses of Rybelsus, to match even the high doses of competing injectables. 

 

The coming year will be another busy one for the company, though the data catalysts they have 

announced so far are primarily early stage and starts of Phase III programs will take some time to pay 

off. 

 

Pfizer, Inc. (PFE) 
With the FDA blessing on its COVID-19 vaccine BNT162, Pfizer will enter JP Morgan conference with 

highly anticipated updates regarding the distribution of the vaccine and potential path to full approval 

with global regulatory authorities as the leading company in coronavirus prevention. With the first 

Emergency Use Authorization (EUA), BNT162 is touted as the first mRNA vaccine with real world usage. 

Investors will be keen for updates regarding BNT162 future approval pathways in comparison against 

mRNA-1273, its rival from Moderna, in a race to have the first fully approved mRNA vaccine.  

 

As with the past JPM conferences, we expect management to provide additional insight into its 

oncology, infectious diseases and autoimmune/immunology assets. A few large impact catalysts may be 

discussed, including updated data and commercialization effort for PF-06482077, its 20 valent 

pneumococcal vaccine. PF-06482077 received priority review from the FDA in December 2020, with the 

Prescription Drug User Fee Act (PDUFA) goal date for a decision by the FDA on the 20vPnC application is 

in June 2021.  

 

Other expected major announcements include more color on development of SB-525, its AAV gene 

therapy collaboration with Sangamo for Hemophillia A, PF-06939926, a rhAAV vector aim to treat DMD, 

and Ibrance, a CDK 4/6 inhibitor for breast cancer. Finally, investors should look forward to hearing 

about the benefits of the Upjohn-Mylan merger and milestones they have achieved. 
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PTC Therapeutics, Inc. (PTCT) 
PTC Therapeutics is a biopharmaceutical company focused on the discovery, development and 

commercialization of orally administered, small-molecule drugs that target post-transcriptional control 

processes. This year, the company completed the acquisition of Censa Pharmaceuticals and its sole 

candidate, CNSA001 (now PTC-923), an oral formulation of synthetic sepiapterin, a precursor to 

tetrahydrobiopterin (BH4), a cell enzyme involved in various metabolic pathways. The oral therapy is 

currently in Phase II for orphan metabolic diseases including phenylketonuria and is also in development 

for other diseases associated with defects in the BH4 biochemical pathways diagnosed at birth, including 

diabetic gastroparesis (Phase II) and primary BH4 deficiency (Phase I/II).  

 

At JPM, we expect PTC to present updates regarding its emerging pipeline and large catalyst events 

expected in 2021. We anticipate several updates on the development of Translarna in Duchenne 

muscular dystrophy and any plans to resubmit their NDA in addition to when we can expect top-line 

results from their US Phase II dystrophin study next year. BLA submission plans for its gene therapy 

program, PTC-AADC, in 2021 for the potential treatment of aromatic L-amino acid decarboxylase (AADC) 

deficiency will likely also feature at JPM this year highlighting any delaying impacts from the COVID-19 

pandemic. Other potential updates include PTC299, a small molecule inhibitor of VEGF production, for 

COVID-19 treatment, as well as other various early stage pipeline assets in Parkinson’s disease, 

Huntington’s disease, Angelman Syndrome, acute myelogenous leukemia, glioblastoma, Friedrich’s 

ataxia, and cognitive dysfunction. 

 

Roche Holding AG (RHHBY) 
Roche has suffered from some poor publicity in 2020 due in part to the disappointing performance of its 

anti-inflammatory monoclonal antibody Actemra (tocilizumab) in numerous configurations for COVID-

19. Upcoming results in the Phase III REMDACTA and Phase II MARIPOSA trials may yet salvage the 

agent’s development, but a deal between Roche, Regeneron and Chugai to distribute the pipeline 

antibody cocktail of casirivimab and imdevimab (formerly known as REGN-COV2) may indicate a pivot 

away from Actemra in the indication. 

 

Away from infectious disease, Roche will also seek to start 2021 on good footing with their PD-L1 

inhibitor Tecentriq (atezolizumab). Following underwhelming results in first-line, platinum-eligible 

ovarian and bladder cancer in the IMagyn050 and IMvigor130 trials, respectively, the company will 

certainly hope for better news for their flagship checkpoint inhibitor in other solid tumor indications. 

This is particularly true in NSCLC, where a regulatory decision on a neoadjuvant regimen of Tecentriq 

with Abraxane(nab-paclitaxel) is pending in early 2021. 
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Sage Therapeutics, Inc. (SAGE) 
Sage Therapeutics is a biopharmaceutical company developing therapies for people with brain disorders. 

In July 2019, Sage launched Zulresso, a therapy for postpartum depression (PPD), a first for its market at 

the time, however, the company also reached a setback in December 2019, when SAGE-217 failed to 

achieve statistical significance on the primary endpoint in the Phase III MOUNTAIN trial. In late 2020, 

Biogen and Sage announced a $1.5 billion collaboration and license agreement to jointly develop SAGE-

217 and SAGE-324.  

 

SAGE-217, a second-generation neuroactive steroid, is being developed for major depressive disorder 

(MDD), postpartum depression (PPD), as well as other psychiatric disorders. Currently, SAGE-217 is 

studied in multiple Phase III trials, including WATERFALL for adult subjects with MDD, SKYLARK for adults 

with severe PPD, and CORAL with SAGE-217 in combination with an antidepressant therapy in adults 

with MDD. These trials along with additional updates from the Phase III SHORELINE study are expected 

to be readout in 2021.  

 

Sage may provide updates early-assets including, SAGE-324, in development for neurological conditions, 

and SAGE-718, a therapy for cognitive disorder. Both are expecting topline data readout from Phase II 

studies in the first quarter of 2021. 

 

Seagen Inc. (SGEN) 
Seagen made waves in 2020 with the approval of its first-in-class cytotoxic ADC Padcev, which 

demonstrated very positive efficacy data in heavily pre-treated advanced and metastatic bladder cancer. 

Following the success of Padcev in subsequent-line disease, Seagen is investigating multiple 

combinations of the drug with Keytruda in earlier lines of therapy, including in earlier lines of therapy 

and in muscle-invasive bladder cancer, an area of high unmet need.  

 

Also likely to be discussed is the novel immunoconjugate ADC Blenrep, which, following some initial 

difficulty, was eventually approved in heavily-pretreated multiple myeloma following results from the 

DREAMM-2 trial. DREAMM-2 is followed by DREAMM-9, which evaluates Blenrep in first-line multiple 

myeloma alongside bortezomib, lenalidomide and dexamethasone. Preliminary findings from DREAMM-

9 are expected in early 2021 and use of the potentially highly active combination in first line disease 

promises to markedly increase sales. 

 

This recent focus on the development of antibody-drug conjugates reflects Seagen’s licensing of multiple 

ADCs previously developed by Five Prime. Another such ADC is ladiratuzumab vedotin, which, following 

a $4.2bn deal in September 2020, is now being co-developed with Merck. 
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Takeda Pharmaceutical Co. Ltd. (TAK) 
Takeda has been very open about its two-wave pipeline strategy, aiming to grow revenue to $47 billion 

by the end of Takeda's fiscal 2030. Wave one will be the focus in 2021 with four assets listed as having 

peak sales potential of over one billion dollars TAK-003 (dengue vaccine), TAK-755 (congenital 

thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura), TAK-007 (hematological malignancies), and Orexin programs 

(narcolepsy). Takeda’s off to a good start and on December 15th was just granted Priority Review from 

the FDA with TAK-721 also known as budesonide oral suspension for the treatment of eosinophilic 

esophagitis, and expects to continue the momentum with approval fillings for TAK-003, TAK-609 (Hunter 

syndrome CNS), and mobocertinib (2L NSCLC exon 20 insertion mutation) to occur by March 31, 2021. 

With Takeda’s pipeline plan clearly laid out look for Takeda to provide updates on progress that has 

been made in pipeline. 

 

TG Therapeutics, Inc. (TGTX) 
TG Therapeutics recently announced full data from the Phase III UNITY-CLL trial showing that the study 

met its primary endpoint, as well as data from the UNITY-NHL trial which supported the NDA submission 

for umbralisib monotherapy. With PDUFA goal dates set for ublituximab for the treatment of 

relapsed/refractory MZL and FL in February 2021 and June 2021, respectively, the company is now 

preparing for a commercial launch in these indications, pending the FDA approval decision. 

 

We expect that the company will highlight their preparation for the regulatory Biologics Licensing 

Application (BLA) submission for umbralisib and ublituximab (U2) in chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL). 

Other potential updates may include remaining milestones for 2021, including updated results from the 

Phase III ULTIMATE I & II trials of ublituximab for the treatment of multiple sclerosis and additional data 

highlights from the UNITY-CLL and UNITY-NHL trials. 

 

Ultragenyx Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (RARE) 
Ultragenyx Pharmaceuticals had a great mid-year, with two new approvals in June: Crysvita for the 

treatment of fibroblast growth factor 23 (FGF23)-related hypophosphatemia in tumor-induced 

osteomalacia (TIO) associated with phosphaturic mesenchymal tumors and Dojolvi for the treatment of 

pediatric and adult patients with molecularly confirmed long-chain fatty acid oxidation disorders. The 

company also showed progress in their Angelman and gene therapy programs in 2020. A partnership 

with Solid Biosciences was inked to beef up their duchenne muscular dystrophy gene therapy program 

for a potential deal value of $294.99M.  

 

At JPM, we expect Ultragenyx to give more details around these new gene therapy indications, including 

some timelines around the Solid Biosciences collaboration. We expect the company to re-emphasize 

their positive results from the GTX-102 program in Angelman syndrome and discuss anticipated updated 
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results from their current pediatric trial. We also expect some clarity around several of the preclinical 

programs and hope to receive more feedback around which programs the company is going to pursue. 

 

Vertex Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (VRTX) 
Vertex Pharmaceuticals had a successful commercial year in 2020, as the launch of Trikafta in the US 

continued to surpass expectations, resulting in the company raising its full-year revenue guidance in 

each quarter of the year. Trikafta is set to have one of the most successful launches in recent years, 

generating almost $4B in revenues for Vertex in its first full year on the market. Vertex’s triple therapy 

was recently approved and launched in Europe as Kaftrio, and the company might provide initial launch 

trends and information on new patient uptake and switching from other Vertex drugs in the second-

largest market.   

 

Vertex will also likely discuss its earlier-stage development projects, as investors are looking for Vertex 

to diversify away from its cystic fibrosis franchise over time. Recently, the company presented updated 

results from its CTX001 program, in partnership with CRISPR Therapeutics, which showed robust results 

in both transfusion independence in beta thalassemia and elimination of VOCs in sickle cell disease. We 

look for Vertex to provide more information on potential business development opportunities, 

especially any increase in transaction size which could potentially bring Vertex later-stage or 

commercial-ready assets. 

 

Vifor Pharma Group (VIFN) 
Vifor is a global leader in iron deficiency, nephrology, and cardio-renal therapies. The company has seen 

steady growth of its iron deficiency and nephrology portfolio, as Ferinject, Mircera, Venofer, and 

Retacrit have continued to gain market share. We expect an update on the impact of COVID-19 on 

infusion centers, as Vifor recently stated that the situation hasn’t worsened since mid-year, but COVID-

19 cases have spiked higher. At the American Heart Association Scientific Sessions, Vifor presented the 

full results from the AFFIRM-AHF study of Ferinject, which showed 26% fewer hospital readmissions due 

to heart failure, which will help Vifor’s lifecycle management goal to sustain the revenues of its leading 

product. Geographic expansion is another growth driver for Ferinject, and we hope to learn more about 

the recent launch of Ferinject in Japan and plans for a launch in China in 2021 or beyond. In nephrology, 

Vifor is seeing strong growth of biosimilar epoetin alfa, while in-licensed long-acting ESA, Mircera, 

remains relatively steady. 

 

Vifor’s in-licensed assets include Avacopan, CR845, and the recently acquired ANG-3777. Vifor will be 

responsible for marketing most of these outside the US, so it will be interesting to learn more about 

potential launch strategies and synergies that exist within the existing nephrology portfolio.  Vifor 

maintains a goal of in-licensing at least one asset per year, so learning more about what targets and 

characteristics the company looks for will be of interest.   
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